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SUMARI OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
STATJMEMT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this e:{periiiient was to compare fourth grade spelling
lessons divided into phonetic and non-phonetic lists with the same lessons
as presented by the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System.^
The question to be ansvrered was whether it would be helpfiil to
children in learning phonetically spelled words to have those words pre-
sented as such by telling them that every letter is heard# Similarly it
was desirable to find out whether it would be helpful to the children to
know upon presentation that the non-phonetic words were not spelled as
they were soxmded#
JUSTIFICAnON OF THE PROBLEM
The study is an outcome of a search for a better method of teaching
spelling in a fourth grade of representative children of a community not
too far below average, and yet not quite up to the standards usually
associated with a typically average community*
The importance of spelling is expressed in the words of Suzzallo
when he says, "The child’s need to spell is directly called into existence
2
by his need to express himself in written symbols*" Innumerable occasions
1
Fred C* Ayer, £• £• Oberholtzer, and Clifford Woody, Modem Life Speller
Book I* Yonkers-on-^ludson, New York: World Book Company, 1936 *
2
Henry Suzzallo, The Teaching of Spelling* Boston: Houston Mifflin Com-
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2will arise In the lives of these children when that need will be felt^
and the ejqjeriment is a resiilt of an earnest desire to try to find a way
in which spelling words may be so successfully taught that the knowledge
of them will be a permanent part of the child's education*
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The words taught during the e:qperiment were divided into two groups*
The first group contained the phonetic or phonetically spelled w^rds*
This list included words all of whose sounds were represented by a single
letter or in a few cases by a ck>uble consonant or a double "e"* These
words were taught throu^ an auditory presentation, that is by having the
children listen for each sound and then write the word*
The second group contained the non«»phonetic or unphonetically spell-
ed words* This list included all words that were not purely phonetic or
that did not fall into the classifications mentioned above for the first
group* The presentation of these words was through the visual approach,
3
the words being taught according to Durrell's flash card method*
In brief, then, words referred to as phonetic were those given the
auditory presentation, and the non-phonetic words were those given the
visual presentation*
TYPES OF RESEARCH REPORTED
Since the terms phonetic, non-phonetic, auditory, and visual as de-
fined above are so much a part of the experiment, and since the control
3
Donald D* Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities * Tonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1940* pp* 272-3#
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3method of the present study was a form of the test-study method with words
grouped about a center of interest^ the research has been organized under
the following headings:
1* Visual^ auditory, and kinaesthetlc approach to spelling
2* Phonetic and non-phonetic treatment of words
3* Grouping of words
4* Test-study method of teaching spelling*
VISUAL, AUDITORY, AND KINAESTHETIC APPROACH TO SPELLING
Most writers agree that sin^y the visual presentation of the word is
superior to either the auditory or the kinaesthetlc, and that a combina-
tion of all three is highly effective in learning to spell*
"The object in teaching spelling," writes Fernald, "is to enable the
individual to write rapidly, easily, and correctly whatever he wishes to
4
coimnunicate to others*" And, continuing, she says.
The first step in learning to spell is the development
of a distinct perception of the wox^i* By perception, we mean
the consciousness of an object that is stijnilating one or xoore
of the senses, as vision, hearing, or touch* Perception is a
very complicated process, built up by many experiences with the
object until a simple sensory cue, as visual, tactile, or audi-
tory, calls up the whole group of past associations, and we
recognize the object*^
As Tidyman says, words reach us through mental imagery and "we do
see and hear words* All words that pass into the mind must take one of
these routes, the or the ear* So entering, they form pictures in the
4
Grace M* Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects* New
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mind and as such are retained*" He mentions the fact that motor imagery
is an aid to both visual and auditory images*
In speaking of the manner of presenting words, Tidyman says, "We
have found as general principles that visiial presentation is superior to
auditory presentation and that the effectiveness of either is increased
7by oral and written spelling*"
Other students of spelling seem to agree ydth Tidyman concerning the
relative value of visual and auditory presentation of spelling words, and
that only those phonetically spelled may be effectively presented by ear*
"When the word is appropriately perceived," contends Gates, "the
image is adequate; vdien the habit of observation is ineffective, the
8
image is incomplete or vague*"
He gives the following summarizations of the Influence of the type
of word recognition:
1* Correlations show that word perception is an important factor
in the detexmination of success in spelling*
2* The most ccmunon cause of misspelling is to be found in in-
adequacy of acquaintance with the visual form of the word*
3* Inability to make an analytical attack upon unfamiliar words is
typical of the poor spellers*'
I
Willard F* Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling* Yonkers-on-Hudson, New




Arthxir I* Gates, The Psychology of Reading and Spelling with Special
Reference to Disability* Teachers College, Columbia University
Contributions to Education, No* 129* New York: Bureau of Pub-
lications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922* pp* 78-9#
9
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In commenting on the non^phonetic character of a large percentage
of English words^ Durrell notes the necessity of the ability to visualize
words and voices this warning:
The child should be cautioned that words are not spelled
exactly as they sound and that he should not rely entirely on
his ears for writing all words*
He should understand that many words must be remembered
as visual idioles and that sounding cannot be depended upon*^^
This opinion is shared by Kratz idien he writes:
If the orthography of our language were purely phonetic,
then the appeal should be made chiefly to the ear, and oral
spelling would be the most helpful exercise, but with our
orthography so erratically constituted we must appeal chiefly
to the eye and through it to the picturing po^r, and plan to
develop the power of accurate word picturing*'^
In summarizing the opinions of these spelling experts one might say
that the best single method is the visual presentation, or as Horn says,
12
"The emphasis in presenting the word should be upon visual imagery*"
But the addition of the auditory and kinaesthetic factors produce
the optimum of efficiency in learning to spell, as voiced in the following
opinion of Wallin:
Spelling sho\ild, therefore, be so taught that appeal will
be made to a variety of mental images, particularly the visual
(through the presentation of visual characters), the auditory
(through the sounding of words), and motor or auditory-motor
10
Donald D* Durrell, Op* cit* p* 271*
11
Henry Elton Kratz, Studies and Observations in the Schoolroom* Boston:
Educational Publishing Company, 1907* p* lAO*
12
Ernest B* Horn, The Eirfiteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education
.
Part II* Bloomington, Illinois : Public School
Publishing Company, 1919 • P* 6*
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In an investigation made in Calumet, Michigan, to determine the
superiority of one of these methods, the auditory, the visual, and the
audio-visual, Eratz found the auditory method to be 44*3 per cent ef-
fective, the visual method 66*2 per cent effective, and the audo-visual
method 73*7 per cent effective* The results were based on the ability of
743 pupils in grades four to eight to write ten-letter nonsense '•words"
after hearing them spelled, after seeing them on cards, and after seeing
and spelling them simultaneously*
As a part of the study 206 pupils were given a test of observing and
naming objects* In correlating these results with spelling ability Kratz
says:
The results of the comparison between the best and poorest
spellers in their powers of observation are not decisive, yet
the fact that the best spellers, averaging twelve and four-
tenths per cent higher in their spelling, also averaged eight
and six-tenths per cent higher in the observation test, fur-
nishes a fair basis for the inference that there is a close
relation between accurate observation and correct spelling*^
And, he continues, "The appeal to the eye is productive of much
better results than the appeal to the ear* The average child retains more
from visual than auditory impressions* He is at present more eye-minded
15
than ear-minded*" After advocating visual appeal he adds, "Then, too,
the additional appeal to the ear, in having pupils name or sound into
13
14
J*,E* Wallace Wallin, Spelling Efficiency in Relation to Age. Grade,
and Sex, and the Question of Transfer* Baltimore, Maryland: Warwick
and York, 1911* p* 64*
15
Kratz, Op* cit* p* 137*
Ibid* p* 139^
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their ovm ears throu^ oral concert spelling, may aid many*”
17
Wallin reports an undertaking in the Cleveland Public Schools dur-
ing the first decade of the twentieth century. It was an experiment to
develop an efficient drill technique in which two new words were presented
daily* They were visually presented, printed in heavy type, and their
learning was aided by use in sentences and dictionary work* The words
were reviewed several times during the school year*
At the first interschool contest, an average of 1*5 words were missed
by eighth graders, whereas, a year later, this figure was reduced to •4S3«
At the end of three years the spelling efficiency had risen from 74 per
cent to 94 per cent*
18
In a series of experiments conducted in Qigland, Winch found
varying results* Two gelling methods were compared, one being a visual,
motor, articulatory, and auditory method with directed attention by the
teacher, and the other being a visual method with silent individual study*
The first time the experiment was carried out, the population consisted of
yoimg boys of a foreign element, and the first method was favorable*
19
In conducting the same e;}q)eriment in a girls school. Winch dis-
covered that the visual silent method proved better throu^out the school
with the exception of the very lowest class where no difference was found*
15




W* H* Winch, ”Experimental Researches on Learning to Spell, ” The Journal
of Educational Psychology, 4:525-37, 579-92, Novoaber, 1913*
19
W* H* Winch, '‘Further Experimental Researches on Learning to Spell,” The
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8Mead reports an eoqseriment carried out in two groups^ equal in
ability, of 21 boys and 24 girls. In one group, called the Visual Group,
the appeal was through as majiy ways as possible with 3JLttle drill. In the
other, called the Drill Group, the teacher dictated a word and a child
tried to spell it. If he failed another child tried. This continued
until the word was finally spelled. In this group the difficult words
were drilled orally.
The results after fo\ir days shovred that the girls of the Visual group
had gained 19,61 points and the boys 16,45 points, while in the Drill
Group, the girls had gained 12,31 points and the boys 7»78, In the re-
tention test, however, the Visual Group showed a loss, the girls, a loss of
6,35 and the boys, a loss of ,23, while the Dxdll Group showed a gain of
3,63 Tor the girls and 4«45 for the boys.
Mead says of this:
This may be contrary to what one would e:q)ect. From this
one would say children retain spelling better after using only
the hearing and the articulation - that visual memory euid motor
activity play no part in helping the child to remember spelling.
However, we must remember that our group was too smAl 1 to make
it possible to draw any conclusions,^
Gates gave spelling and reading tests to 135 pupils in grades three
to eight in Scarborough, New York, in order to determine the defects of
visual imagery. From this ei^q^eriment he concluded, ^Defects of visual
imagery cannot be accurately diagnosed and are believed to be a reflection
21
of inadequate perception rather than primary in character,”
20
Cyrus D, Mead, "Spelling by Visualization versus Drill Methods,” The
Journal of Educational Psychology, 5:31, Jantiary, 1914,
21
Gates, Op, cit, p, 37*
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9In another study by Gates he used tests "designed to measure certain
22
mental functions or capacities such as perception and association*" Six
sets of tests were given and three sets of intercorrelations computed*
From this he concluded; "VVhen the influence of intelligence is eliminated^
the correlation of reading and spelling ¥dth a single sample of word per*-
23
ception remains relatively high*" Explaining that the correlation of
spelling and word perception. Intelligence eliminated, was 0*544, he con-
tinues:
These figures imply that the perceptive factor, ir-
respective of intelligence, is more closely associated vith
reading and gelling than all of the functions embraced by
"intelligence" as measured*^
25
Abernathy made an investigation to find the relation between the
method of learning to spell as shown by photographic eye movements and the
efficiency of spelling learning* In the eaqperiment her population con-
sisted of adults and good and poor sixth graders* She found that the
adults and the good sixth grade spellers surveyed the word as a whole,
rather than received the impression of the word in its parts*
In an experiment by Hartman of 63 good, average, and poor speillers
among college students chosen as a result of their performance on a spell-
ing test, the subjects were given a series of individual tests, including
22
Arthur I* Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelligence,
and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," The






Ethel Abernathy, "Photographic Records of E^ye-Moveraents in Studying
Spelling," The Journal of Educational Psychology. 20:695-701,
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perceptual span for meaningf\iL material, visual recognition, silent read-
ing, word identification, letter-digit substitution code, auditory memory
span for digits, pronunciation, and auditory recognition* The conclusions,
he says, were not definite, but, ”In the first place, spelling ability is
no more a function of general visual perception than it is of general
26
auditory perception*" He did find, however, that one visual test, im-
mediate memory ^an for meaningful visual stimuli, correlated •78t^*03 with
the spelling criterion* The major outcome of his study was that "spell-
ing ability is largely dependent upon one special form of visual reaction
and not upon general superiority in any sense modality or upon a common
27
intergrative capacity*"
In a more recent study, Russell used three methods of attack, the
auditory, the visual, and the kLnaesthetic, in order to throw light on
the relationship between the process of learning to spell, the kinds of
responses made, and factors associated with incorrect spelling responses*
The population consisted of sixty-nine individually matched pairs of
third, fourth, and fifth graders in four New York City public schools* He
found that the normal group used the auditory method better than the re-
tarded group, but that they tended to use the visual method more success-
fully* He also found that the retarded spellers preferred the kinaesthetic
method* Another finding of this study was the fact that the normal group
made a greater number of phonetic errors*
25
George W* Hartman, "The Relative Influence of Visual and Auditory Fac-
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In summary, then, Russell concludes:
1* The constitutional factors of visual and auditory acuity
are found not to be related to the normal and retarded
groups, as groups*
2* The retarded spelling group make reliably more errors on
the visual test of tendency toviard reversals in reading
and on the test of auditory discxdmination* The results
indicate that the poor spellers have not acquired the
habit of left to right eye movements in reading or the
ability to distingj^sh pairs of words differing only
slightly in sound*
29
Neisler carried out an experiment in which children received
special training in vistial and auditory discrimination* The aim was to
learn the effect of such training on spelling* She found no significant
gains were made by the groups receiving visiial and auditory training*
PHONETIC AND NON-PHONETIC TREATMENT OF flORDS
The present study gives no consideration to the movement of true
phonetic spelling of all words, or the simplified spelling advocated by
some* As explained previously the term phonetic is used to designate words
that are spelled as they sound* The fact that the Ekiglish language has so
many and such diverse spellings of a given sound has long been and will
continue to be one of the chief obstacles to good universal spelling* As
Hartman says, ”Among the many explanations advanced for poor spelling,
perhaps the most recurrent one is that which attributes it to the non-
D$ivid H* Russell, "Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers : A Diag-
nostic Study. " Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions
to Education, No* 727, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1937* P« 83#
I
Mary Louise Neisler, The Effect of Specific Training in Visual and Au-
ditory Discrimination on Spelling* Boston: University Unpublished
Master's Thesis, 1945*
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phonetic nature of the English language#"
That early teaching of gelling did not take this into consideration
is evidenced by Suzzallo's description of the early schools vdiich as he





The method by vdiich early reading was taught was the
spelling or alphabetical method; and down to the early part
of the nineteenth century the school regulations called for
teaching children to read *by gelling the same,' that is,
through learning the alphabet and spelling the letters of
words so as to approximate the sound of the word#*^^
With phonetic words spelling appears to be a simple matter, the
difficulty being that the pupil often does not know vdiether the word is
spelled phonetically# In comparing the relative facility of learning
spelling and reading, Femald says:
As long as words are perfectly phonetic, with only one
symbol for a sound, spe3JjLng is more accurate than reading,
i#e#, it appears to be easier for most children to recog-
nize and represent sound by symbols than to blend sounds in-
to a word#^^
Dolch analyzes the drawbacks of phonetic spelling as follows:
Ear spelling (or phonetic spelling) will always be widely
used by most persons, but two difficulties keep it from being
a method that will serve for all our spelling needs# First a
word cannot be correctly spelled by this method unless the
sound image of each syllable is both correct and clear#
^
30
George W# Hartman, Op# cit# p# 691#
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Grace M. Fernald, Op# cit# pp# 43-4#
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William Edward Dolch, Better Spelling# Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard
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The second difficulty with eax'-spelling is that, even if
the correct pronunciation is known, and even though the writer
Hranslates' this sound into letters according to the most
usual custom in English, the spelling may still be wrong*
That is, one may be trying to apply phonetic spelling to an
\mphonetic word*^^
It would seem logical to believe that training in phonics would pro-
duce better spelling ability, but opinions on this subject differ* Tldy-
man says:
The study of phonics directly aids the learning of
spelling by giving a knowledge of the sound value of letters,
by developing clear articulation and accurate enunciation,
by correcting inaccuracies of speech; by strengthening the
association between the common speech sounds and their
literal equivalents: and by calling attention to the common
elements of words* 3®
Ebtpressing the opposite opinion is Horn who states, "Children who
learn to read by a phonic method seem to have no advantage in learning to
37
spell*" He does advocate grading words according to phonic progression*
Recognizing the problem to be a moot question. Gates and Chase sug-
gest, "Nothing short of extensive e3q)erimental work is likely to yield a
38
valid estimate of the merits of phonic and phonetic training*"
Gates and Chase made a study of learning habits of deaf children in
order to try to ascertain facts that might apply to normal chilcJren* Deaf
35
yiilliam Edward Dolch, Op* cit* p* 36*
36
Willard F. Tidyman, Op* cit* p* 46*
37
Ernest B* Horn, Op* cit* p* 63*
38
Arthur I* Gates and Esther H* Chase, "Methods and Theories of Learning
to Spell Tested by Studies of Deaf Children, " The Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology. 17:289, May, 1926*
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children were chosen because it was impossible for themi ever to have had
any phonetic experience* They were compared with nonnal children of the
same reading ability but of lower chronological age* It was found that
the deaf children were superior in spelling to the normal, having 150 per
cent the spelling ability of the normal* Of this the authors say:
It would seem that this method of developing the ability
to lip read, speak, spell, and write all new words would tend
to set up spelling habits not unlike those which prevail
among normal children, namely, the device of relying primarily
upon phonetic translation, but closer examination may reveal
significant differences*
Normal children enjoying phonic and phonetic experiences
learn to depend primarily upon a phonetic-rendering transla-
tion of the sounds into letters v^ich represent them, when
attempting to recall the spelling of words*
^
They go on to e:q)lain that the dictation lesson for the deaf tends
to develop the habit of translating the lip movement equivalents of syll-
ables (phonetic units to the normal) into letters* Here again is the
difflciilty of many phonetic spelling possibilities* Since they cannot
hear, they must depend upon the visual* In speaking of this tendency, the
authors say:
This device, I believe, consists in a more careful visual
study of the word forms in the final stages of learning when
their written word is compared with the correct form placed on
the board and in the attempt to recall not the lip-^ovement-
letter combination associations, but the visual appearance of
the word during attempts to spell words not yet firmly habit-
uated as writing habits*^
As proof of this, the deaf subjects learned in one minute 4 mis-
spelled words on a picture test, vdiereas the normal averaged 2*4 words*
39
Arthur I* Gates and Esther H* Chase, Op* cit* p* 295*
40
Ibid* p* 296*
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In a word perception test, the deaf groiip was foimd to be about three
years their own chronological age, and eight to nine years above their
own reading age*
Spache, in a study to compare errors of twenty-five average and
twenty-five poor spellers, found that average spellers made a greater
number and higher percentage of phonetic errors, whereas the poor spellers
made xaore phonetic errors* The average spellers were prone to add single
letters and phonetic substitution for syllables* The poor spellers* types
of errors were those of the non-phonetic variety, phonetic transpositions,
phonetic substitutions for a whole word, or incomplete and unrecognizable
spellings* Spache reports:
If the error categories are arbitrarily divided into op-
posing types of phonetic and non-phonetic, there appears to be
a definite tendency for the average spellers to make more
phonetic errors and for the PQor spellers to make more errors
of the non-phonetic variety.^
Tfellace^ reports an experiment carried out by elementary teachers
in South Saint Paul, Minnesota, to learn whether or not directed teaching
of phonics would increase the ability to spell unknown words* The ex-
periment lasted for six weeks and included training on initial consonants
and blends, phonograms, ending sounds, and ear training when necessary*
Unfortunately no definite records were kept and there seemed to be a dif-
ference of opinion among the teachers participating* However, most found
the training beneficial enough to continue it* It was deemed a matter of
—
George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor Spellers," The
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mentary Principal. 21:47-51> October, 1941*
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interest that on the next standard test given, the children were 60 per
cent above grade*
In a study involving poor spellers in high school in Chicago, Bell
found it a common practice to spell phonetically words that were partially
or vdio3JLy non-phonetic* He discovered an “Overdependence upon phonetics
in dealing with a language that is non-phonetic to a considerable de-
gree*’<
GKOUPING OF WDRDS
During the current experiment, the control group was taught from the
44Modem Life Speller whose system is a form of the test-study method*
Each lesson contains words grouped on an Interest basis*
In discussing the grouping of words Foran says, ^Attempts to use
interest as indications of correct grade placement of words have encount-
45
ered the difficulty of measuring interests accurately*" And continuing
his disctission, Foran states, "There is very little agreement in regard to
the grouping of words, for objective evidence supporting any method in
46
particular is not available*"
One method of grouping that Foran mentions is the plan often adopted
of grouping words according to their phonetic similarity* But in this
practice he warns that, "It is easily possible to carry such grouping to
—
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extremes and to make the learning secondary to the grouping* The principle
has been abused to such an extent that some authors have avoided any
47
grouping savoring of phonetic classification of words*” Cognizant of
the dangers of phonetic grouping, however, Foran thinks that to neglect
it entirely would be a mistake.
Two conflicting opinions of grouping are expressed by Horn when he
says, "Grouping of words is of doubtful value, except for immediate re-
48
call*" Tidyman and Johnson contend, "Grouping words of similar diffi-
culty together in spelling is a significant factor, and that grouping
words for study secuires approximately ten per cent better resxilts than the
49
study of words in chance order*"
The latter quotation is a result of an experiment in a fifth grade
of 23 pupils in Farmville, Virginia* Eighty words were taught, forty
grouped and forty ungrouped* The immediate test showed that 81*2 per cent
of the grouped words were correctly spelled, idiile only 68*5 per cent of
the non-grouped words were correctly spelled* In the delayed recall test
the per cent for the grouped words was 69*5 and that for the ungrouped
words 58* 9«
TEST STUDY METHOD OF TEACHING SPELUNG
The present study gives little emphasis to the test-study method, al-
though it is employed with the control method in the experiment* However,
47
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the following tw studies seemed pertinent, since they also used the
flash card method*
50
McCarthy concluded from her study of second and third grades that:
1* There was a difference in favor of the flash card method. In
Grade Two these gains were statistically significant in three of the six
weeks, and in Grade Three, in two of the six weeks*
2* In considering the total results, in Grade Two the flash card
method proved superior by a difference of 13*17 with a critical ratio of
6*89* In Grade Three the same was true, with a difference of 7*73 and a
critical ratio of 5*25*
3* In the one week delayed recall test in Grade Two the flash card
method was better in four of the six weeks, with a significant difference
in one lesson* In Grade Three all lessons showed the flash card method to
be superior, with significant differences in five lessons*
4* In the final total results the flash card method was superior
with a significant difference of 7*68 in Grade Two and 14*66 in Grade
Three*
51
In contrast to these findings, Mundy*^ found no significant gains
by either the flash card method or the Newlon-Hanna method in grades four
and five* Throughout the experiment, however, the Newlon-Hanna method was
slightly superior*
50
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AIM OF THE PRESENT STUDY
In view of the foregoing reports, the present study aims to:
1* Compare a method of teaching spelling by dividing lessons into
phonetic and non-phonetic lists with the Ayer-Oberholt25er-llft>ody system,
a form of the test~study method*
2* Analyze data thus obtained in the light of the overall effective-
ness of both methods*
3* Analyze data of phonetic words presented auditorily with the
same words as included in the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody system*
4* Analyze data of non-phonetic words presented visually through
the flash card method with the same words as included in the Ayer-Ober-
holtzeivWoody system*
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DESCRIPTION OF IHE EXPERIMENT
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
The problem was a comparison of teaching spelling in phonetic and
non-phonetic lists with the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System in Grade Fotir*
The experiment was carried out during a six-week period in the two
fourth grades in Quincy^ Massachusetts*
Both classes were taught by the same teacher^ who tried to allow ap-
proximately the same amount of time to each class* About fifteen minutes
a day were devoted to spelling*
The classes were rotated so that each was the control or experimental
group in alternate weeks* Each week both classes were taught the same 24
words and at the end of the week both were tested on the words^ writing
them in list form and in alphabetical order* This was done so that
neither group was given the test words in the order in vtiich the words
were originally presented* The words taught throughout the ejq^riment
were the first six units in the second half of the Grade 4 list of the
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Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody text Modern Life Speller*
METHOD OF TEACHING THE CONTROL GROUP
The control group was taught according to the Ayer-Oberholtzer-
HVbody System which is described briefly as follows:
1* The first day was devoted to a clear PRESENTATION of the new
words*
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Fred C* Ayer, E* F* Oberholtzer, and Clifford Woody, op* cit*
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2 * An EXPLORATORY TEST was given on the second day*
3. The third day was given to INTENSIVE SUPERVISED STUDY of words
misspelled in the exploratory test* A group method of stucJy is suggested
for words missed by a large number of pupils* For individual study,
pupils were referred to the study helps given at the beginning of the
grade's work*
4* The fourth day was devoted to REVIEW AND SPECIAL REMEDIAL TEACH-
ING and included work on review words listed in the unit and those that
the children had listed in their individual notebooks; individual study of
needed words; a check on the exercises in the unit; and individual testing
by teacher or pupil teachers*
5* The fifth day was given over to the FINAL TEST*
The children kept in their individual notebooks lists of woxHis mis-
spelled on the e:g3loratory test and those missed on the final test*
METHOD OF TEACHING THE EXPERIMENTAL GKOUP
The words taught to the e:q}erimental group were divided into two
lists, the first containing the words that were phonetic in structure
and the second containing the words that were non-phonetic* It was de-
cided to include in the phonetic list those words containing letters all
of whose sounds were heard* Double consonants were included, also double
"e" with the long sound* In the case of vowels, a word was considered
phonetic if the vowels were given the usual long or short sound* Words
containing "y” as a vowel were considered non-phonetic* Of the 144 words
taught 39 or 27 per cent were phonetic*
The phonetic words were presented orally while the class listened for
the sounds in the words* As each word was pronounced by the teacher the
{.noc93 eri»f no neviji cswr TSST 'ij;v/r/iiC\r£SS nA .SI
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class listened for the sounds and they wrote the letters representing
those sounds either on their own papers or on the board* During this
lesson they were aware of the fact that the word was phonetic and that
they heard every letter in the word* The first day of the week was de-
voted to the lesson on phonetic words*
During the next three days of the week the non-phonetic words were
53presented by Durrell*s flash card method, thus making this presentation
visual, whereas that of the phonetic words was auditory* Detailed lesson
plans for the six-week period are included in the appendix* These plans
Include the words taught each day, and the sentences using the words that
accompany each lesson* These sentences also included some of the words
presented on the first day of the week or previously presented non-phonetic
w>rds* In the sentences the newly-presented words are underscored with a
solid line and the review words are underscored with a broken line* IThen
time permitted at the end of each lesson a few minutes were spent in re-
view*
The test given on the last day of the week was exactly the same as
that given to the control group, and it was given in the same manner*
In summary, then, the method of teaching the experimental group was
as follows:
1* On the first day was the auditory presentation and study of
phonetic words*
2* On the second day was the flash card presentation of approxi-
mately one-third of the non-phonetic words*
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3* On the third day iwas the flash card presentation of the next
third of the non-phonetic inords*
4* On the fourth day was the flash card presentation and study of
the remaining non-phonetic words*
5* On the fifth day was the final test*
The children kept in their individual notebooks the phonetic words
that they failed to get right the first time and the non-phonetic words
that they failed to get right the first, second, or third time they tried
to write them* They also kept a list of the words they missed on the
final test*
PRACTICES OF BOTH GROUPS
In giving the final test at the end of the week, each word ¥ras pro-
nounced, used in a sentence, and pronounced again, before the children
wrote it*
A delayed recall test was given two weeks following the date of the
immediate recall test* Vtbrds missed on this test were also listed in
individual notebooks, unless previously entered*
No supplementary spelling lessons were given to either class during
the course of the ejqperiment* Neither was there any mention of home
study or study during spare time in school, except to ask the children to
learn the words in their notebooks* This was purposely avoided since the
opportunity for additional study could not be controlled and would not be
equal for both classes* It is to be assumed, however, that some children
as a resiilt of well-formed habits did spend extra time individually*
Final results, no doubt, would have been higher had the practice been more
general*
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The Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System presents each week 12 new basal
words (B* List) which should be learned by all members of the class^ 12
new enrichment words (£• List) from the learning of which the poor spell-
ers may be excused, and 4 new supplementary words intended for the best
spellers*
During the week' s study the supplementary words were Ignored en-
tirely and no differentiation was made between the other two lists* At
the end of the week, however, each child received a list of the words he
had misspelled (the tests were not returned) and vdiich he was to learn
independently* In the case of the poor spellers only the B words were
listed* This was done to lighten the load for the coming week, to pre-
vent discouragement (as most of them had a large number of words virong),
and to comply with the minimum requirements of the course of study* This,
of course, meant that the poor spellers did not have the opportxinity to
learn £ words for the delayed recall test* The plan was adopted, never-
theless, with the assumption that these spellers might learn a few review
words, but might give up when confronted with many review words as well
as the week' s normal load*
POPULATION
The experiment was conducted in two heterogenously grouped fourth
grades at the beginning of the second semester of the school year, 1947-
1948*
One class consisted of 26 pupils, 15 boys and 11 girls, one of vdiom
was doing individual second grade spelling and was not included in the
experiment* In this group the chronological ages ranged from 9 years.
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1 month to 10 years, 10 months; the mental ages from 7 years, 2 months
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to 14 years, 7 months; and the Intelligence Quotient as determined by
the Otis Qulck«^orlng Mental Ability Tests In February, 1948^ from 74
to 139.
The other class consisted of 27 pupils, 9 boys and 18 girls. Of
this number 2 boys were doing second grade spelling and one boy entered
the class half way through the ejqperiment. So these boys were not in-
eluded in the e:q>eriment. In the participating group the chronological
ages ranged from 8 years, 8 months to 11 years, 9 months; the mental ages
from 7 years, 10 months to 12 years, 11 months; and the intelligence quo«>
tients from 74 to 139.
Of the 53 pupils in both classes, 4 did not participate in the ex-
periment, making a total population of 49*
In each class the children were grouped for the purpose of analysis
into good, average, and poor spellers, the grouping being based on the
teachers* judgnent.
In February, 1948, the children of both classes were given the
spelling test of the Standord Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery,
Partial Form G and their spelling achievement results in equated scores
on this test are compared in Table I. Although Class I has a higher mean
score, it also has a greater range.
Table II ^ows the scores converted into grade and age equivalents
and arranged in yearly intervals, and it shows the distribution of good,
average, and poor spellers in those respects. In both classes the good
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This mental age value of 14 years, 7 months is an extrapolated value,
alnea the values given in the test do
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COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEViMENT ON THE STANFORD ACHIEVaiENT TEST
K M SD Ran«:e
Class I 24 45.63 8.88 40.5
Class II 24 44.63 8.22 32
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF GOOD, AVERAGE, AND POOR
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spellers are found in the higher intervals and the poor spellers in the
lower intervals. This fact shows that total school achievement in spell-
ing is comparable to the spelling achievement on a standard test. In
each class one pupil missed only one word for a total score of 65 with a
corresponding grade equivalent of 7.8 and age equivalent of 12 years, 10
months.
Table III shows a comparison of Chronological Age in months as of
February 1, 1948. The range of ages for Class I as described above is
less by 16 months than that for Class II, yet the mean age of Class II
is lo23 months less than that of Class !•
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE IN MONTHS
N M SD Range
Class I 25 117.24 6.A5 21
Class II 24 116.01 8.49 37
Table IV is a comparison of Mental Age in months as of February 1,
1948* It is interesting to note that, although Class I has a narrow range
of chronological ages, there is a range in mental age of 86 months, ex-
ceeding by 25 months that of Class II whose range is 61 months. The mean
mental age of Class I is higher by 3»85 months than that of Class II*
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF MENTAL AGE IN MONTHS
N M SD Range
Class I 25 123.72 19.59 36
Class II 24 119.87 15.86 61
^ (
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As stated above, both classes were given the Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test at the beginning of February, 1943* The test used
was the Alpha non-verbal form A* The results obtained were expressed in
terms of mental age and converted to intelligence quotients by use of the
55
Inglis Intelligence Scales*
Table V shows the comparison of IQ*s* The range of IQ*8 was ex-
actly the same for both classes, the lowest in each case being 74 the
highest 139, resulting in a range of 65 points* The mean IQ of Class I,
however, is 1*83 points higher than that of Class II, with a coincident-
ally identical standard deviation*
TABLE Y
COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
N M SD Range
Class I 25 106*20 17.40 65
Class II 24 104* 37 17.40 65
A handuvriting speed test to determine the number of letters written
per minute was given to each class* The children were given a paper on
which a paragraph was reproduced in script* To familiarize them with it
they were asked to copy it carefully with no mention of time being made*
They were then asked to copy for one minute as fast but as legibly as
possible and were cautioned against sacrificing form for speed* This was
done twice and the average of the two scores determined the handwriting
speed scores* The quality of the handwriting was graded good, average, or
poor*
55
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Table VI shows the compazlson of the two groups in handwriting
speed. Class II is decidedly higher in speed, although the quality of the
writing is quite comparable*
TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF HANEWRITING SPEED
N M SO Range
Class I 24 62.12 lo.a 49
Class II 24 70.13 11.01 47
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The experiment as a vdiole showed a slight superiority in favor of
the control method, the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System*
The two classes were rotated, so that the data in the two following
tables for either method are obt£dLned by combining the total six scores
of that method, with three being taken from one class and three from the
other*
Table VII shows the comparison of the total scores of both methods*
The highest possible score was 72, the total number of words taught by
either method to one class* Although a total of 49 children partici-
pated, a child's score was not used if it were not complete for either
method* The control method shows an average gain of 2*13 words over the
experimental method, its standard deviation indicating that there were
more higher scores than in the esqjerimental method* The critical ratio
is 1*08, however, showing that the difference in favor of the Ayer-Ober-
holtzer-Woody System is not significant*
TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES IN IMMEDIATE RECALL





Control 44 65.46 8.54 1.29
2*13 1.97 1.08
Experimental 46 63.33 10*13 1.49
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Table VIII shows the total scores obtained on the delayed recall test
taken two weeks later* Here the mean score of words correctly spelled has
dropped approximately 6 points in each method^ with the difference in favor
of the control method remaining slightly above 2, as it is for the scores
in, the immediate recall* Here, too, there is a wider distribution of
scores for both methods, and the standard deviations, although higher, are
more nearly alike for both methods* The critical ratio of *81 indicates
that the difference in favor of the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Vfoody System is not
significant*
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES IN DELATED RECALL
Method K Mean SD SE Diff* SE CR
Mean Diff*
Control 49 59*63 13*45 1.92
2*20 2*72 .81
Experimental 49 57.43 13.51 1.93
Table IX shows the comparison of per cent of phonetic words correctly
spelled by both methods* These words mrere auditorily presented in the
experimental method* N represents the total number of phonetic words
written in the six tests* Absences account for the discrepancies in the
numbers* The control method shows 91* 5^ per cent correctly spelled, while
the experimental method shows only 88*149 ^ spite of the fact that during
the presentation there were very few errors* During the presentation the
children heard the word pronounced, and realizing that it was phonetically
spelled, wrote the symbols for the sounds correctly in almost all in-
stances* In the test, however, there is a possibility that the children
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were not conscious of the structure of the word being phonetic, or that
they missed the visual presentation afforded the control group* The
critical ratio of 2*A1 shows that the difference in favor of the Ayer-
Oberholtzer-Woody System is not significant*
TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF PHONEnC CHORDS CORRECT IN IMMEDIATE RECALL
Method K Per Cent SE Diff* SE CR
Correct Per Cent Diff.
Control 923 91.56 .9
3.42 1.42 2*41
Experimental 936 88*14 1*1
Table X shows the same comparison for the delayed recall test* The
per cent of words correctly spelled in each method has been reduced by
about ^ile the difference in favor of the control group remains about
the same as for the immediate recall* The difference in favor of the
Ayei>-Oberholtzer-Woody System is not significant, the critical ratio being
1*98*
TABLE X
COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF PHONETIC WORDS CORRECT IN DELAYED RECALL
Method N Per Cent SE Diff* SE CR
Correct Per Cent Diff*
Control 955 86.39 1*1
3.23 1.63 1*98
E:q>erimental 956 83*16 1*2
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Table XI shovrs the per cent of non-phonetic words correctly gelled
in both methods* These were words visually presented by flash cards in
the e^erimental method* N represents the total number of non-phonetic
words Yoritten in the six tests* In the control method 90*66 per cent of
the words were correctly spelled, a gain of 2*84 over the e^qjerimental
method* The critical ratio of 3*34 shows that the difference in favor of
the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Wbody System is significant*
TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF NON-PHONETIC WDRDS CORRECT IN IMMEDIATE RECALL
Method N Per Cent S£ Diff* SB CR
Correct Per Cent Diff*
Control 2485 90*66 *6
2*84 .85 3.34
Experimental 2520 87.82 .6
Table XII shows a similar comparison for the delayed recall tests*
The per cent of words correctly spelled by both methods has been reduced
by about 9 points from that in the immediate recall tests, while the
difference in favor of the control method has risen by *43 per cent*
This rise is occasioned by the fact that the control method dropped 8*85
per cent and the experimental dropped 9*26 per cent* The critical ratio
of 2*89 shows the difference in favor of the Ayer-Oberholtzei>*W>ody System
to be significant*
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TABLE HI
COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF NON-PHONETIC V^ORDS CORRECT IN DELAYED RECALL
Method N Per Cent SE niff* SE CR
Correct Per Cent Diff*
Control 2573 81*81 •8
3.27 1.13 2*89
Experimental 2572 78.54 8
In considering the comparisons betvreen the phonetic and non-pho-
netic words, it may be noticed that in both immediate and delayed recall
the per cent of phonetic words correctly spelled is higher than that of
the non-phonetic words* That the phonetic words were, for the most part,
easier than the non-phonetic probably accounts for this condition* The
fact that, in the delayed recall tests, the per cents of phonetic words
correct did not drop so far from their original marks as did those of the
non-phonetic words seems also to bear out the fact that children remember
easier material better than the more difficult*
Table XIII shows the weekly c(^parl3ons of both methods for the
Immediate recall tests* The comparisons are made by score, or the number
of words correct out of a possible 24* It will be noted that in four of
the six weeks the difference is in favor of the control group* In the
other two weeks the difference in favor of the experimental group is ex-
tremely slight* None of these differences is statistically significant*
Table XIV shovrs the weekly comparisons of both methods for the de-
layed recall tests* Here it will be noted that the differences are al-
ternately in favor of the experimental and control methods* This is ob-
viously due to the superiority of Class I, the classes being rotated as
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TABLE XIII
WEEKLY COMPARISONS IN IMMEDIATE RECALL TESTS
H Mean SD SE Diff. SE CR
Score Mean Diff.
Lesson 1
Control 24 21.29 3.45 .70
.14 1.07 .13
Experimental 23 21.43 3.95 .82
Lesson 2
Control 24 20.88 4.63 .94
1.21 1.32 .92
Experimental 24 19.67 4.61 .94
Lesson 3
Control 23 22.70 2.19 .46
.70 .71 .99
Experimental 25 22.00 2.68 .54
Lesson 4
Control 24 22.25 2.63 .54
1.42 .87 1.63
E3q)erimental 24 20.83 3.34 .68
Lesson 5
Control 23 21.43 3.88 .81
.33 1.01 .33
Experimental 25 21.76 3.01 .60
Lesson 6
Control 24 22.42 2.68 .55
1.59 .85 1.87
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previously stated* The loss from the immediate recall tests for the
control group ranges from •44 words in the second week to 2*89 in the
fourth week* The loss for the e:q>erimental group ranges from 1*20 words
in the third week to 3*04 words in the sixth week* None of these weekly
differences is statistically significant*
In studying these last two tables, the superiority of Class I is
evident, as stated above* It is interesting to note, hoviever, in con->
sidering the two methods that the greater differences shown by this class
occur during the weeks it constituted the control group* During the weeks
that it excelled as the experimental group, the differences were very
slight* This fact would tend to be another proof that the Ayer-Ober-
holtzer-Woody System is slightly superior to the eoq^erlmental method, that
of dividing words into phonetic and non-phonetic groups*
»;!j lol sja©-^ btli axnJ. eacl ©jiT ,b©»tfic •cXeuoivaiq
©ricf jix cJ >(j>ey. iiiou©>--. f?fid ni cbac^ iu<«l icrsctnco
©t*iu< CG,X rnoi'i 5:er not qx/orx.'^ rn'J *io'i eaoX fc/iiT .>'o:>v
xX:-Ie©»v ©a©rii lo oncH- dJxXc erfi nX sJbicn iC.'. oi jie©^ b^.in^ yri»" nX
• ©XIIi^jjXb 'iXIx^XJb.UfiJa *.X e.ocr^'ieViih
kI I ^i aifO ':c vjKcJT-[.;>fu »nJ t ©IcfCv owJ ieisX ee&di -nXxX^wXa ix
-'.:oo n± 4’ ^v«n'- c>d ^tXj.:it-[a;trX ei. Ji . Vvxic si: . tr'^bive
ERKxa rK’T'ffi. ’?eon'b>'i'*'>* rl. ufi^^ ^biIj e; oiMec ur.i 5iihxtr<i«
E.jt,©w ©dj *\rLim*'» .tiwo-r- Xo'iX;.v.;> i3sXiiXX;)fcnon +. ©heew ©tiX nt»ooo
^'i©V 9^€4/ 3©r'Ji©t^9^ iXc k. '. . --C'X>>, Xxfs*0©<kI‘*.s»C.-- vl-'J o
'
*^oXX.’ Jl'.C ^X JfcdX
uji .^ad-' lcc*£4 :jr ?j • ^?yc>r isx:! c.ii: ,*nikXI«
^^odJc•t1 LsJn«iJx’n©qxs ©dJ txJ i,i;a .Xiri^XXc. X iceJt
.'
-*ii.‘»ktXori
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TABLE nV
TJEEKLI COMPARISONS IN DEUYED RECALL TESTS
H Mean SD SE Diff. SE CR
Score Mean Diff.
Lesson 1
Control 24 19*38 4.78 .98
.58 1.38 .iii2
Experimental 25 19.96 4.89 .98
Lesson 2
Control 25 20.44 5.00 1.00
2.77 1.45 1.91
Experimental 24 17.67 5.14 1.05
Lesson 3
Control 24 21.04 3.55 .72
.24 1.09 .22
E:q)erimental 25 20.80 4.12 .82
Lesson 4
Control 25 19.36 5.67 1.13
.94 1.42 .66
Experimental 24 IS.Zi^ 4.21 .86
Lesson 5
Control 24 19*83 3.61 .74
.29 1.14 .25
Experimental 25 20.12 4.30 .86
Lesson 6
Control 25 19.56 5.54 1.11
1.77 1.49 1.19
Experimental 24 17.79 4.75 .97
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1* The total scores showed a difference in favor of the Ayer-
Oberholtzer-Woody method over the eQq)erimental method^ although the
difference was not statistically significant*
2* The per cent of phonetic words correctly spelled was higher in
the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Vfoody method than in the experimental method^ al-
though the difference was not significant*
3* The per cent of non-phonetic words correctly spelled was hi^er
in the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method than in the e^erimental method*
This difference was significant with a critical ratio of 3*34*
4« The weekly scores showed slight differences in favor of the
Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method over the experimental method in four of the
six weeks, and even slighter differences in favor of the experimental
method in the other two weeks* In no case was the difference si^iificant*
5* The total scores of the delayed recall test also showed a dif-
ference in favor of the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method over the experi-
mental method* This difference was not statistically significant*
6* The per cent of phonetic words correctly spelled in the delayed
recall test was higher in the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method than in the
experimental method, although the difference was not significant*
7* The per cent of non-phonetic words correctly spelled in the de-
layed recall test was higher in the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method than in
the experimental method* This difference was statistically significant
showing a critical ratio of 2*89*
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8* The weekly scores of the delayed recall tests showed differences
alternately in favor of the experimental and control methods* However,
in all cases the differences in favor of the Ayer-Oberholtzer-loody method
were higher than the differences in favor of the eaq>erimental method* In
no case was the difference statistically significant*
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Ayer-Oberholtzer*Woody System for the following words:
carpet shelf bedroom range
steps plate blanket stack
building piano closet space
change listen oven walls
cupboard porch paint ing sheets
fixed pillow quilt towel
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
First day: Auditory presentation and study of phonetic
words
:
carpet steps shelf porch
blanket quilt sheets





1. There is space in the bedroom closet for the pill
and towel.
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words •
•
paint ing cupboard walls range
change plate oven
1. V7e are painting the cupboard. the walls, and the
space near the range •
2. Change the plate in the oven.
Fourth day: Flash card pre sentat ion and study of non-
phonetic words •
listen piano stack building
fixed
1. Listen to the piano .
2. The stack of the building was fixed
.
Fifth Day: Test in list form
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Second day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
rained snowed February weather
sunny calm
1, It rained and snowed in February .
2. The weather was sunny and calm .
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
stormy stopped sunshine cloudy
cool
1. The stormy weather stopped and the sunshine came.
2. The weather was cloudy and cool .
Fourth day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
rainy blew spoiled rise
sprinkle soak
1. The rainy wind blew and spoiled our fun.
2. The wind will rise and the rain will sprinkle and
soak us.
Fifth day: Test in list form
HTJOHO JOHTlfOy
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Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System for the follmving words:
worm pole wharf stream
anywhere being upset quickly
below fellow sank ankle
bottom net stories outfit
luck shore staying I ' ve










Second day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
I*ve staying wharf heavy
pole below ankle
1. I ’ ve been staying near the wharf with my heavy pole .
2, The water is below my ankle
.
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non
phonetic words:
fellow quickly stream spray
anywhere shore
1. One fellow went quickly to the stream .
2. There was no heav^ spray anywhere on the shore .
Fourth day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
outfit stories luck worm
bottom
1. Our outfit told many stories of good luck .
2. The worm was at the bottom of the stream..
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First day: Auditory presentation and study of phonetic
words
:
flat pump colt born
divided pup
Second day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
drove automobile lane field
pony calf pasture
1. He drove the aut omobile in the lane near the field
2. The pony and calf were in the pasture.
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non
phonetic words:
chickens bull earlier hitched
mule oats
1. The chickens ran away from the bull earlier
.
2. We hitched the mule and gave it oats .
Fourth day: Flash card presentation and study of non-
phonetic words:
blooming stalk tire happened
clay
1. Buds were blooming on the stalk.
2, The flat t ire happened on a clay road.
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Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody Systaa for the follovdng words:
cave brave arrow finding
mountain majrch map awfully
marble built flame fright
front loud ashes men's
brick bury fighting knives
fort forgot believed names
experimental (aoup
First day: Auditory presentation and study of phonetic words:
fort march forgot map
ashes finding men'
s
Second day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
bury front mountain cave
brick marble
!• 1116 men will bury the ma£ at the front of a mountain cave#
2* The brick house had a marble fx£nto
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
brave fighting built awfully
loud fright
1* The brave fighting men built a brick Tort*
2# There was an awfully loud cry of fright#
FoTirth day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
knives names believed flame
arrow
1# The men's knives had their names on them*
2# The men believed the flame came from a lighted arrow#
Fifth day: Test in list form
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CONTROL GROUP
Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System for the following words:
picnic news thanks valentine
note answer served gives
family yesterday parties mailing
hoping yourself reaches delayed
later skating wishes reme^ered
invite written Easter answered
EXPERIMENTAL CffiOUP
First day: Auditory presentation and study of phonetic words:
picnic hoping later skating
thanks wishes
Second day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
mailing note invite family
valentine parties
1* I am mailing a note to invite your family to valentine
parties »
Third day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
remembered answer yesterday answered
written delayed
!• Bill remembered to answer the note yesterday#
2# I answered the note written delayed in
mailing it*
*” *"
Fourth day: Flash card presentation and study of non-phonetic words:
news reaches Easter gives
served yourself
1* I am ho£ing the news reaches you by Easter*
2* This gives you time to be served yourself*
Fifth day: Test in list form
Review test for Lesson II
IV noosaJ.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTS FOR TESTING ( Concluded)







pump 21. march 21. vdshes
pup 22. men' a 22. written
sta3Jc 23. mountain 23. yesterday
tire 24. names 24. yourself
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TABLE SHO^jVING PUPIL COMPARISONS AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 19hB









1 F 12-10 9-7 12-7 131 76 A 1 F 12-10 9-7 9-3 97 84 A
2 M 10-10 9-4 9-1 97 54 A 2 M n-5 9-5 12-7 134 81 G
3 M 10-10 9-5 11-7 123 66 A 3 M 10-n 9-9 10-1 103 74 A
k F 10-10 9-7 11-3 118 53 G 4 F lo-n 9-6 9-10 104 69 A
5 F 10-6 9-5 8—6 90 64 A 5 F 10-10 8-10 12-3 139 62 A
6 F 10-6 9-1 10-1 m 54 G 6 F 10-3 9-10 9-1 92 77 A
7 F 10-3 9-2 10-7 115 88 A 7 F 10-0 9-3 9-1 98 63 G
6 M 10-3 10-0 8-3 83 39 A 8 F 9-n 9-4 10-4 m 71 A
9 M 10-3 10-0 8-7 86 59 G 9 F 9-n 9-8 n-7 120 69 A
10 F 10-0 10-5 10-4 99 73 A 10 F 9-9 9-5 7-10 83 79 A
11 M 9-11 9-10 9-8 98 57 A n F 9-9 9-2 9-1 99 78 A
12 F 9-11 10-0 7-5 74 74 G 12 M 9-9 9-2 10-7 n5 79 G
13 F 9-U 9-1 9-10 109 52 A 13 P 9-6 9-9 9-10 101 47 G
lA M 9-9 10-8 11-3 105 46 6 14 F 9-5 n-9 9-8 82 70 A
15 M 9-7 10-4 8-11 86 63 A 15 F 9-3 10-9 9-3 86 89 A
16 M 9-6 9-10 12-7 128 56 A 16 F 9-3 8—8 9-3 107 53 G
17 M 9-6 9-2 11-7 126 67 A 17 F 9-2 8-n 8-5 94 66 A
18 M 9-5 10-9 10-11 102 59 A 18 F 9-2 9-8 10-1 104 82 A
19 F 9-3 9-5 12-11 137 65 A 19 M 9-2 9-4 12-n 138 73 P
20 M 9-3 9-9 9-5 97 74 P 20 F 9-0 9-0 n-n 132 65 A
21 M 8-7 10-10 9-3 86 58 A 21 M 8-9 n-1 8-2 74 42 G
22 P 8-5 9-8 8-8 90 61 G 22 F 8-7 9-8 10-1 104 62 G
23 F 8-3 10-6 14-7 139 71 A 23 M 8-7 9-6 9-3 97 79 P
24 M 7-11 9-3 10-4 112 63 A 24 F 8—6 10-8 9-3 87 65 A
25 M ab« 9-2 10-1 no ab* ab*
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